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[Nowadays], photos are less markers of memories than they are Web-browser bookmarks
for our lives. And, just as with bookmarks, after a few months it becomes hard to find

photos or even to navigate back to the points worth remembering.
Om Malik, New Yorker magazine

IMAGES, THOUGHTS AND NEWS FROM HORIZON PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS

Photography Books and My Dog’s Dish
Steve Gottlieb

Preparing a meal for Tucker, our rescue cockapoo, takes about 60 seconds. Chef 
Gottlieb conjurs up an irresistible combination of moist canned meat plus dry kibbles, 
with a perfect soupcon of water. To my chagrin, Tucker takes less time consuming his 
meal than I take in creating it. I apparently suffer from some form of anthropomorphic-
related delusion: I want my dog to savor food more like I do. Inhaled food is not 
savored. So I recently purchased a dog dish (see image) that is specially designed 
with ridges that forces Tucker to eat more slowly. This pleases me. (Obviously, I’m not 

additional momentary glance. Since the dawn of photography, pictures have had the power 
to tell stories. But today, we have become speed readers of our visual stories. They are 
like a drop of water hitting a hot pan. A momentary sizzle...and then gone.

If you don’t find the present state of photographic affairs totally satisfying, here’s one anti-
dote: create a book of your own images. They will be like my dog’s new dish; they slow you 
down and enhance the viewing experience. And that’s just one of MANY benefits of books, 
which are relatively simple and inexpensive to create. As someone who has produced many 
books—both with traditional publishers and using online services like Blurb, Shutterfly and 
MyPublisher, I can say without qualification that creating photo books has been the most 
deeply satisfying component of my decades as both an amateur and professional photogra-
pher. I have compiled an extended list of my many different motivations for creating books. 
Perhaps you share some of them; if so, why not start a book project?

the only one bothered by a speed-eating dog.)

Why am I telling you this? Because when it 
comes to photographs, I think most of us are like 
Tucker—inhaling what we could be savoring. Most 
of us hardly look at the photos we produce, and 
even less time at the images other people make. 
We just glance at images, then relegate them to 
the digital dustbin. If we do look at them again, or 
show them to friends, they rarely get more than an 



Reasons I Love Making Books
Spend More Time With My Pictures

Explore Subjects I Care About in Depth
Tell Personal Stories / Remember Events

Capture Feelings about Places, Events, People
Create a Portfolio / Promotional Piece for Others to View

Leave a Legacy to Family, Friends, Others
Promote a Cause I Believe In

Impress Family, Friends, Colleagues
Explain Techniques / Share Knowledge with Others

Produce a Special, Personal Gift
Motivate Myself by Setting a Goal

“Repurpose” Existing Images
Add Writing and/or Design Skills to My Creative Expression

Give Myself an Excuse to Travel
Have Fun

Make Money

A Bookful of Workshop Memories
Every year for the past eight years, I have led 

springtime workshops to different locations in the 
West. Last year, we explored southern Utah and 
northern Arizona. (Next week, we’re headed to 
Washington’s stunning Olympic Peninsula.) Work-
shop students often produce a book of our trip; for 
the past two years, Yair Egozy has created our 
book, with Sherm Levine lending a hand and Eldad 
Cohen serving as mapmaker (map at right was the 
book’s back cover). Blurb printed the book.

Every student contributes photos. The quality and 
variety of images—of places, people and animals—
is impressive. I’m continually amazed at how each 
person brings his own creative eye to our subjects. The book really captures the trip’s flavor, scope and group 
dynamic. It also includes everyone’s portrait and email. Everything is logically and aesthetically laid out, all in 
one simple package. It’s a grand memento whose impact far exceeds what individual images could have.

NEXT WORKSHOP: NOVA SCOTIA, OCT. 5-11
http://www.horizonworkshops.com/workshops.html?cr=232


